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THE USE OF SUPERCRITICAL CARBON DIOXIDE FOR
CONTAMINANT REMOVAL FROM SOLID WASTE*

CarolL. J. Adkins andEdwardM. Russick,Sandia NationalLaboratories,Albuquerque,NM
H. Mike Smith and RonB. Olson, AlliedSignal Inc., KansasCity Division, Kansas City, MO

ABSTRACT

Supercritical carbon dioxide is being explored as a waste minimization technique for separating oils,
greases and solvents from solid waste. The contaminantsare dissolved into the supercriticalfluid and precipitated
out upon depressurization.The carbondioxide solvent can then be recycled for continued use. Definitions of the
temperature, pressure, flowrate and potential co-solvents are required to establish the optimum conditions for
hazardous contaminant removal. Excellent extractive capability for common manufacturingoils, greases, and
solvents has been observed in both supercriticalandliquid carbondioxide. Solubilitymeasurements are being used
to better understand the extraction process, and to determine if the minimum solubility required by federal
regulationsis met.

INTRODUCTION

Large quantifies of solidwastes such as rags, kimwipes, swabs, coveralls, gloves, etc., contaminatedwith
oils, greases and hazardous solvents are generated by industryand the government. At present, these materials
mustbe treatedas hazardouswaste, and the cost of disposal of such large volumes of "hazardousmaterials is high.
If the hazardouscomponents (oils, greases and solvents) could be segregated from the much larger bulk of non-
hazardousmaterial, then these solid materials could potentiallybe handled as sanitary waste, at a significant cost
savings. AlliedSignal KCP, a typicalDOE manufacturingsite, spent several hundred thousand dollars in CY92 for
disposal of contaminated solid wastes. Similarly, Naval Air Station North Island, San Diego, also spent several
hundredthousand dollars in CY91 for disposal of rags. This amounted to 30-40% of the total hazardouswaste
disposal costs at this site (these numberswere cut in half due to recycling efforts in CY92 and the base is looking
for more cost cutting measures). Hill AFB in Utah, an Air Force Logistics Center, had over a hundred thousand
pounds of contaminated rags, coveralls, etc., to dispose of in CY93. In each case, if the hazardous and non-
hazardouscomponents could be segregatedand disposed of separately,costs would be reducedsignificantly.

Underthe Departmentof Energy(DOE)/United States Air Force (USAF) Memorandum of Understanding,
the objectiveof thisjoint AlliedSignal KCP/SandiaNational Laboratories projectis to demonstratethe feasibility of
using supercriticalcarbon dioxide (SC-CO2) to segregate hazardousoils, greases, and organic solvents from non-
hazardous solid waste such as rags, wipes, swabs, coveralls, gloves, etc. Supercriticalcarbon dioxide possesses
many of the characteristics desired in an "environmentallyacceptable" solvent system. It is nontoxic, inexpensive,
and recyclable. Carbon dioxide possesses a moderatecritical temperature (304 K) and pressure (7.38 MPa). At
310 K and pressures greater than 13.78 kiP& the density is greaterthan 800 kg/m3. A schematic of an ideal
cleaning apparatus is shown in Figure 1. Contaminants dissolved in the supercriticalCO2 solvent are separated
outby expansionof the fluid to a suberitical pressure whereCO2 is a gas and the dissolved materials precipitate out
(usuallyas a liquid or solid). The gaseous CO2can then be recompressedand recycled.

Approvedfor public release; distributionis unlimited.
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Efforts to minimize the amountof hazardous waste requiringdisposal are not only environmentallyand
socially conscious, but also minimize the "cradle-to-grave"liability associated with disposal. Regulatory agencies
are beginning to allow the use of technology to separate hazardous waste from debris. Not only is the waste
minimized due to the segregation of the non-hazardous debris, but if the "debris" can be recycled and reused a
number of times before disposal, then sanitary landfill waste will also be minimized. Indeed, the time is right to
addressthe "oily rag" issuer

EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT AND METHODS

The experimental activity currentlyin progress is directed at determining the extractability and solubility
of the majoroils, greases, and solvents. Both the "extractability" and the "solubility" of the contaminant affect the
cleaning/recycle process. Solubility is a thermodynamic equilibrium property of the solvent-contaminant system.
Extractability, on the other hand, is the amount of contaminant that can be removed from the substrate. It is
affected by the chemical nature of the contaminant and substrate, and the mass transfer in the cleaning system.
The extractability of a contaminant cannot exceed its solubility. The solubility as a function of pressure and
temperaturedetermines the conditions that the separatormust be operated at in order to achieve a given level of
carbon dioxide purity in the recycle. Since the pressure drop must be recovered in the recompression step, the
economics of the process are greatlyaffected by the separatorconditions.

At Sandia, a high pressure view cell is used to measure the thermodynamic equilibrium solubility of
contaminants in supercritical carbon dioxide. Pressuresup to 68.9 MPa and temperatures of 373 K can be
achieved. Visual determinations of the phase conditions of a contaminant/CO2 mixture as a function of
temperatureand pressureare made. The dew point (contaminantsolubility in CO2)or bubblepoint (CO2 solubility
in contaminan0 of the mixture can be measured. Fromthis data, equilibrium phase plots can be constructedas a
function of con_entrationand solubilityinformation obtained

At AlliedSignal KCP, a recycling supercriticalcarbondioxide cleaning system was used to measure the
extractability of oils, greases, and solvents from laboratorypaper wipes as a function of the pressure, temperature,
flowrate, and total mass flow of supercritical carbondioxide. Figure 2 shows the recirculating waste segregation
processcycle on a CO2 phase diagram. The solid wasteto be cleaned is placed in the extractor(position 1) and the
SC-CO2 flowing through the vessel dissolves the contaminantsand carries them away. When the contaminant
laden supercriticalfluid expandsacross the pressurerestrictorinto the separator(position 2), the dissolved material
precipitates out and is leR behind in the separator. The gaseous CO2 is cooled, reliquified (position 3), and then
repressurized(position 4) to be used again in the extractor. This recirculatingfeature allows continual exposureof
the contaminatedsolids to clean supercritical fluid for as long as necessarywithout consuming large amounts of
CO2. For example, at 358 K and 32.4 MPa, the cleaning system contains only 7 kg of CO2, but in a one hour run,
27 kg of fluid are circulated through extractionvessel. At the end of a cleaning cycle, the clean solids are removed
from the extractor to be reused or discarded as non-hazardous waste. The oils/greases/solvents, now in
concentratedform, are draiaed from the sc_rator anddisposed of as hazardouswaste.

Oils, greases, and typicalsolvents commonto DOE/USAF facilities were identified. The list included 131
oils and greases in use at the Kansas City Plantand USAF bases. These were sorted by type and by monthly usage
in orderto allow a priority rankingfor the experimental work. By far the most commonly used oils were hydraulic
and cutting oils. A similar organic solvent list contained 29 solvents in use within DOE and USAF facilities
consisting mostly of cleaning solvents, paint thinners, and aircrat_ fuels. Isopropanol, methyl ethyl ketone, and
perchloroethylenewere the most commonly used solvents.

DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Twenty-five of the most commonly used oils identified above have been surveyed for solubility and
extractability in SC-CO2. The results have been very encouraging - in most cases the percent contaminants
removal has been > 99%. Only the most viscous, high molecular weight oils have resulted in lower removals, and



even these typically exceed 96% at 348 K and 32.4 MPa. Mild supercritica| conditions such as 318 K and 17.9
MPa are adequate for essentially complete removalof most of the contaminants. White paraffin oil has been used
as a "standard" contaminant since it is pure and additive-free. The additives present in commercial oils are not
typically removedand a stain remains on the rag. The amount of remaining contaminant is extremely small and is
typically composed of viscosity modifiers such as highly branched polyisobutylene and polymeric butyl azelate
esters. These polymeric materials are not normallyconsidered to be hazardous substances.

Table 1 shows the results of a detailed studyof the extractability of five oils ranging in viscosity from <
100 to 1100 (Sayboit viscosity) as a function of the temperatureand supercritical fluid density. The extractability
for oils of viscosity 365 or less are relatively insensitive to temperature and fluid density variations in the range
studied. The high viscosity oil, however, is very sensitive to both these variables because of its much lower
solubility. The results in Table 1 were all generated at a total mass flow of 30 liters of SC..CO2, essentially eight
extraction vessel volume exchanges. This data is shown graphically in Figure 3, where the results are compared to
the dilution model. The dilution model assumes the contaminant is completely soluble, the input and output
flowratesare equal, and the vessel fluid is instantaneously homogeneous as dilution of the contaminaat occurs with
incoming pure CO2:

Q.= Qoexp(-n)

where _n is the contaminant concentration after n extractorvolume exchanges by CO2 and Qo is the initial
contami_znt concentration. Figure 4 comparesthe extraction of the same five oils with the dilution model overa
range of extraction exchange volumes. Note that again the high viscosity oil is removed more slowly than the
dilution model predicts. This is due to its small solubility. The other four oils follow or exceed the ideal dilution
model. Any deviations from the dilution model are due to the fact that residual oil in the extractor condenses on
the walls as well as on the paper wipes upon decompression. Basically, at an initial contaminant loading of
approximately0.2 wt.%, 95% of the contaminantis removedwithin three volume exchanges. Clearly, the affect of
loading on the extraction rate mustbe assessed. This data, however,will be highly apparatus specific because mass
transferwill dominate.

Figure 5 shows the equilibrium solubility of three oils of differing viscosity. Of the three oils, the lowest
viscosity oil has greater solubility in SC-CO2. In a numberof cases, solubility "limits" for the range of operating
conditions possible in the view cell have been observed. For instance, 2.1 wt.% Mobil vis 300-320 hydraulic oil
could not be dissolved under any pressure conditions achievable in the view cell at 308 K. In order to further
explore the effect of viscosity, the extractability of oils of varyingviscosity in liquid CO2 at 10 MPa, 301 K and 5.3
vessel volume exchanges was tested. The resultsare shown in Figure6. Clea,-ly,excellent contaminant removal in
liquid CO2 can be achieved for oil viscosities up to 300. The lowerpercen',removals'of the highly viscous oils does
not mean they cannot be removed, but simply means that morethan 5.3 vessel volume exchanges will be required
to achieve high removals.

The extractionof 22 common solvents havebeen measuredat 318 K and 17.9 lvlPa. These are very mild
supercriticalconditions. The numberof vessel volume exchanges was 5.3 in all tests. At these conditions, the
dilution model predicts a removal of at least 99.5%. All solvents were extracted to 100%. Solubility
measurementsmade on these solvents demonstratethat 5% by weight can be dissolved in supercritical CO2 at
pressures less than 10.3 MPa at 318 K. Even milder conditions, 301K and 10 MPa, of llquid SC-CO2 result in
solvent removals of 100%after 5.3 vessel volume exchanges. These data reproducethe pioneering work of A. W.
Francis (3 Phys Chem., 58, 1954, 1099-1114) on the solubility of solvents in liquid CO2. Any decrease in the
system operating pressureresults in a decreasein thecapital andoperating costs of a full scale system.

CONFORMANCE WITH FEDERAL AND STATE REGULATIONS

The disposal of hazardous solvents is regulatednationally, with additional local regulationpossible. In
the past, "treatment"of hazardousdebris wasteand separation into its hazardousand non-hazardouscomponents
was not allowed. There are now, however, federal regulationscovered in the FederalRegister, Vol. 57 No. 168,
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August 28, 1992, Land Disposal Restrictions for Newly Listed Wastes and Hazardous Debris, that specify
performance standards for the solvent separation of certain hazardous wastes from non-hazardous debris. As is
noted in the Federal Register, the philosophy is as follows (Section V.D. 1): "...It is not normally the debris itself
that is hazardous, but rather hazardous waste that is contaminating the debris. Thus, the goal of treatment should

be to destroy or remove the contamination (if possible) and if this is achieved, to dispose of the cleaned debris as a
non-hazardous waste..." "Performance" standards are established. The requirements for liquid solvent extraction
are 15 minutes contact between the debris and solvent, and the contaminant must be soluble to at least 5% by

weight in the solvent. The requirements for vapor phase solvent extraction are identical except 60 minutes contact
is specified. In each .case it is assumed that the contaminants enter the solvent phase and are flushed away from
the debris. Since a supercritical fluid is neither a liquid nor a gas, but has solvation powers and densities similar to

a liquid and transport properties similar to a gas, the application of this standard to SC-CO 2 would have to be
ascertained. However, the performance requirements (time and solubility) can be met for m( _'tconfinon hazardous
solvents. The regulation of oils and grease disposal is addressed primarily by the states the federal debris rule does
not necessarily apply. The recycle of material - the reuse of cleaned rags -- is considerably easier than their
disposal.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The experiment_! data included here are only a fraction of the total collected to date. However, these
results clearly indicate that the concept of separating hazardous waste from non-hazardous solids using
supercritical or liquid carbon dioxide is feasible. While much remains to be done, it would appear that the project
will be entirely successful in demonstrating feasibility of the concept. For a waste stream consisting primarily of

solvents, it should be possible to run at liquid CO2 conditions, thus literally meeting the requirements of the debris
rule.

In order to implement this technique in production, a separator capable of removing the high vapor
pressure solvents will have to be installed. The cyclone-typo separator currently in use allows the carryover of
high vapor pressure materials. This issue must be addressed for several reasons: (1) if the solvent is not removed
in the separator, the recycle system reaches a saturation equilibrium concentration and no more solvent is removed

from the solid waste; and (2) the solvents are more likely to present a worker safety issue and if the recycle system
is saturated, solvent will be vented during the vessel depressurization and the worker will exposed when the vessel
is opened.

In FY96, a full-scale unit will be placed in service by the Waste Management Division at AUiedSignal -
Kansas City Plant. It will serve both as a treatment facility for the Kansas City Plant and a manufacturing-scale

demonstration unit for other DOE plants, USAF and other military service facilities, and any other government or
private agency interested. The present laboratory cleaning apparatus at AlliedSignal can be used to demonstrate
the principle on actual solid waste, but does not have the capacity that a waste treatment unit would require.

DISCLAIMER

This reportwaspreparedas an accountof worksponsoredby _inagencyof the UnitedStates
Government.Neitherthe UnitedStates Governmentnoranyagencythereof,noranyof their
employees,makesany warranty,expressor implied,or assumesanylegal liabilityor responsi-
bilityfor the accuracy,completeness,or usefulnessof anyinformation,apparatus,product,or
processdisclosed,or representsthat its use wouldnot infringeprivatelyownedrights.Refer-
ence hereinto anyspecificcommercialproduct,process,or serviceby tradename, trademark,
manufacturer,or otherwisedoes not necessarilyconstituteor implyits endorsement,recom-
mendation,_r favoringby the United States Governmentor any agencythereof."i'heviews
and opinionsof authorsexpressedherein do not necessarilystate,or reflect those of the
UnitedStatesGovernmentor anyagencythereof.



Table 1. Oil and Grease Removal Experiments

318 13.8 716 30 99.8 97.5 99.7 100

318 17.9 789 30 !00 99.1 i00 100 83.4

318 23.4 845.8 30 99.7 99.0 100 100

318 32.4 904.8 30 99.7 99.1 100 100

333 19.3 712.5 30 99.7 98.3 100 99.9

333 24.8 785.4 30 99.8 98.9 99.8 99.8 91.2

333 32.4 847.5 30 99.6 99.1 lO0 99.8

348 17.9 573.2 30 99.6 96.7 99.8 99.8

348 25.5 718.6 30 99.6 99.2 i00 99.9

348 32.4 788.4 30 99.9 99.8 100 99.9 96.4
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FigureI. Idealsupercriticalcarbondioxidecleaningapparatus.
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Figure 2. Process Operating Conditions for SC-CO 2 cleaning system
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Figure 3. Percentoil removedby supcrcriticalCO2 asa functionof temperature.
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